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Dot-to-Dot Num Let Lite 
 

 

The What & Who:  
 Dot-to-Dot Num Let Lite is a fun dot to dot game for ages 4+. The game is accessible through 
a single finger gesture.  

You can select whether the puzzles contain just numbers, just letters or a mixture of the 
two.  

The game is quite customisable with puzzles for younger players containing for example just 
numbers 1 to 9 in order, while for more advanced players, they may have to follow the 
whole alphabet…backwards.  

When the puzzle is completed, it will become an image and the player will hear a sound 
effect.  

For advanced players, a time limit can be set and they must complete the puzzle within the 
timeframe to unlock the next game. If they don’t complete it within that time, they have the 
chance to try again. This option can be turned off however. 

 

Where:  
 

 The game can be downloaded from the iTunes store at this link.  

  

How:  
 

Player Details: 

 To add a new player, tap the Menu button on the top right of the screen.  

 Select Player Details which is the first option on the list.  

 When you tap in the first name box, the keyboard will be displayed and you can enter the 

new player’s name. Last name is optional.  

 You can also set the Date of Birth by using the scroll wheel for day, month and year. When 

you have completed this tap outside the scroll wheel box to exit. Puzzles will then 

automatically be set for this age group however this can be changed within Player Settings.  

 When you have completed this page,click Done which is the button in the top right of the 

screen.  

https://itunes.apple.com/ie/app/dottodot-numbers-letters-lite/id333210438?mt=8
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Player Settings:  

 There are many options available here.  

 Change the age range of the puzzles, using the options on the top left. You can select 4-5, 6-

7, etc. up until 10+.  

 Below this you can, select whether should include numbers, letters or both by dragging the 

buttons beside the option from on to off or vice versa.  

 Along the right hand side, you can adjust settings such as Music, Sound Effects, Nationality 

of Voice and whether the number or letter is read aloud as it’s selected.  

 You can also  adjust the difficulty of the puzzles. For example, you can turn Simple Puzzles 

on or off, include a Dot Hint which shows the Player which dot to choose next, turn the 

Timer on or off and use Auto Advance so that advanced players can compete against each 

other.   

 When you’re happy with your settings, click Done on the top right.  

 

Parental Control:  

 To access any of these menu options, you will be asked a parental control question. This may 

be a multiplication sum or example. This setting can be changed in the Parentzone option on 

the main menu.  

Other Options:  

 Also in the main menu, you can choose Next Puzzle if the player would like to change from 

the puzzle that automatically appears. In the Main Menu you can also check Top Scores or 

Upgrade to the premium version of the game.  

 

 

 

 


